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ABSTRACT 

Cantonese is still a few developments for natural language processing. In the meantime, 

more people visit Macao, but they get communication problems at reading Cantonese 

text. People who do not understand Cantonese cannot read Cantonese in a written 

format. Cantonese is a Chinese dialect. It has a different grammar and replacing words 

can handle grammar problems. A translation system is one of the most valuable 

methods to help these people. 

Despite Cantonese dialect and Chinese Mandarin are similar, translating Cantonese is 

not a simple thing. To achieve a neural translation system, we select transformer as our 

model architecture. 

With the issue, Cantonese is a low resource language, and sparse data cannot support 

us to create neural machine translation models. We fall into low resource issues in the 

tasks. We discuss this issue of low resources and research approaches to build a corpus, 

generate data and train robust models. The solutions of low resources involve using 

bilingual dictionary NMT without parallel data, back-translation and dual learning. For 

the last, we will further explain the phenomenon of the character-level process in 

Chinese. 

We achieve our NMT models for Cantonese and Mandarin. By the approaches, we 

successfully solve low resource problems in Cantonese. Our NMT models have a good 

development. 

Then, we take web programming and network technology to deploy our online 

translation system. There is a user-friendly design, and we provide convenient functions 

to users. Now, the translation system is opening on the Internet. 

For the result, we evaluate our translation quality. We successfully achieve the same 

performance with mainstream translation system, such as Baidu AI and Microsoft Bing. 

Our approach has proven the potential of NMT with low resource problems. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 

Cantonese is the language most spoken by Macao people, but it still has few Cantonese 

developments. Cantonese is fewer studies in processing. 

For the developments of Cantonese, translation tools are undoubtedly an excellent way 

to facilitate communication. Mandarin speakers usually face trouble in Cantonese, and 

especially they cannot read Cantonese transcription. A translation system is one of the 

most valuable methods to solve the problem. 

The most striking feature of Cantonese has a lot of proper nouns. The ways do not have 

an official standard in folk, which means it will have multiple words to denote the same 

thing. 

 

Figure 1 Situation of multiple Cantonese words correspond to one Mandarin word 

Despite Cantonese dialect and Chinese Mandarin are similar, translating Cantonese into 

Mandarin is not a matter of simply replacing certain words to make the translation 

correct. Cantonese, a tonal language, and it has a different grammar. Only replacing 

words cannot bring correct translates. 

 

Figure 2 Different grammar with Cantonese and Mandarin 
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With the issue, we research "Candarin1", A dialect translation system in a transcription 

for Cantonese and Mandarin has mutual translation between two languages. To explore 

the ability of Cantonese translation. 

 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Low-resource Neural Machine Translation 

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is a machine translation approach that applies 

an extensive artificial neural network toward predicting the likelihood of a sequence of 

words, and it is now widely used. Koehn and Knowles [1] conclude NMT is a success 

but still must overcome various challenges. Such as a low-resource language is hard to 

achieve at NMT. 

Cantonese is common in daily life in Guangdong, Hong Kong, Macao, and other 

regions. Even though people use the language all the time, but it still is a low-resources 

language. In general, dialects often lack an authoritative official transcript, so that the 

tasks of dialect translation fail into the low-resource problem. Low-resource machine 

translation means that the NMT with data scarcity, in which extensive data may not be 

available for machine learning. Unlike high resource languages, the languages without 

abundant data resources exist, making impossible the development of machine 

learning-based systems for these languages. 

Magueresse et al. [2] understood it as hard to study machine translation for low resource 

situations, such as data scarcity, low density, generalized ability, and other problems. 

Low-resources language on machine learning is still worthy tasks to research for the 

language of scarce and dialect.  In this situation, our task falls into low resource NMT 

which is solving accuracy translation without available data. 

Currently, neural machine translation achieves huge success than statistical machine 

translation (SMT), and we select NMT as our task for Cantonese-Mandarin. However, 

the quality of translation depends significantly on the amount of data and accuracy of 

data. The functions of low resources will be tremendous challenges. 

 

1.1.2 Transformer 

Transformer is a neural network in which the entire network structure is entirely 

composed of an attention mechanism. Vaswani et al. [3] conclude the network is based 

solely on attention mechanisms, unlike convolutional neural networks (CNNs). To be 

more precise, transformer consists of and only consists of self-attention and feed-

forward neural network. 

A natural language sentence as an input sequence of data is the most basic sentence unit. 

The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) network structure is processing sequence data 

with time relation, and it gave a sequence of vectors. Recurrent neural network (RNNs) 

 

1 Candarin - Online translation platform for Cantonese and Mandarin by University of Macau. 
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returns a sequence of vectors of the same length as the output. The difference is the 

transformer's ability to notice different positions of an input sequence to calculate the 

representation of that sequence so that layer output can be calculated parallelly, rather 

than serially, like RNN. 

The transformer uses the self-attention mechanism to reduce the distance between two 

positions in the sequence to a constant; Secondly, it is not a sequential structure similar 

to RNNs. The mechanism makes no assumptions about the temporal or spatial 

relationships between the data. It can learn well for long distances and does not go 

through many RNN steps or convolution layers. 

The transformer uses the self-attention mechanism. It makes the distance between any 

two positions and the sequence reduced to a constant. It is not a sequential structure, so 

it is better parallelism. Since the attention mechanism is the core content that the input 

vector of each word learns one weight. For Multi-head attention, it calculates h times, 

not just once. It has the advantage of allowing models to learn related information in 

different space. 

 

Figure 3 Diagram of transformer structure 

 

Transformer design is innovative to perform well on many NLP tasks. In addition, 

transformer used at NLP tasks and computer vision, which is a promising direction for 

scientific research. 
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1.1.3 Corpus 

Corpus 2  refers to the large-scale electronic text database which is scientifically 

sampled and processed. With the help of computer analysis tools, researchers can carry 

out related language theory and applied research. Also, the corpus is the fundamental 

resource of corpus linguistics research and the primary resource of empirical language 

research methods. It can apply to lexicography, language teaching, traditional language 

research, statistical or case-based research in natural language processing, etc. The 

feature is storing the language materials that have appeared in the actual use of the 

language and the fundamental resource of language knowledge. Corpus needs to be 

processed and analyzed before it can become a helpful resource. Tian et al. [4] 

concluded that parallel corpus is a valuable resource that allows cross-language 

information retrieval and data-driven NLP systems. 

Currently, many scholars open their achievements and offer corpus for research that 

they help NLP develop. 

 

1.1.4 Web Crawler 

Web crawler is a work to collect data. The web crawler is one of the most common 

methods that follow software engineering principles. The work constructs a large text 

dataset or corpus for monolingual language. We collected monolingual Cantonese data 

from hundreds of websites. It includes an open electronic corpus, news, encyclopedia, 

and larger-scale text records from forum site. 

 

1.1.5 Neural Machine Translation without Using Parallel Sentences 

Corpus is a kind of valuable resource. Artificial intelligence models are good because 

of the quality of the data. The size of the corpus influences no matter in which domain 

of translation, it is necessary to use a parallel corpus training model and translation 

effect. In addition, NLP for low-resource scenarios is a big challenge. 

To overcome low resource problems, we used various approaches to find out the 

solutions, and now the corpus has got a variety of developments. NMT without using 

parallel sentences will be an optimal solution. The feature is translation tasks with a 

large monolingual corpus but without parallel sentences to generate languages pair by 

bilingual dictionary. 

According to the bilingual dictionary, bilingual dictionaries will be a breakthrough 

point of low resources translation to achieve the optimal solution to lead monolingual 

sentences to get corresponding language pairs. Duan et al. [5] proposed a new task of 

machine translation without parallel sentences. It makes use of the ground-truth 

bilingual dictionaries as refer to solve low resources problem. The approach is based 

on the interconnection, and mutual learning of both translate directions of MT models. 

According to the collected bilingual dictionary and unsupervised construction of 

dictionary, the method from word replacing to model iterations on back-translation. It 

 
2 Corpus (corpora / data) – Databases which storing resources of natural language processing. 
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builds a relationship between the two translated direction models. Both languages have 

obtained align sentences and more close relationships to achieve the same results of 

high performance which languages without parallel sentences. 

 

1.1.6 Unsupervised Learning on Neural Machine Translation 

Most translation tasks focus on translation performance, improving translation model 

quality, and generating better output sentences. Promoting NMT performance and low 

resource situation is a big challenge, but it has methods to overcome. 

Unsupervised learning is a machine learning method that categorizes or groups input 

data without giving a pre-labeled training sample. This method is suitable for low-

resources problems. 

One of the unsupervised methods is dual learning. The advantage is reduced 

dependence on large-scale annotated data. The reason is that it does not require labeled 

data on a large monolingual corpus. We know language pair and two-direction 

translation models come in pairs, so dual learning will help solve low-resource 

problems. NMT models use a dual learning structure to obtain feedback information 

from the translation model in these two directions to promote the translation 

performance for results. 

It has more efficient use of single corpora, dramatically reduces the demand for parallel 

sentences. The results are that dual learning improves the quality of translated sentences 

to promote more and more monolingual sentences to get high-accuracy pair sentences. 

Through the two task models, the feedback of the two models on unlabelled data used 

to obtain the reward and punishment information, and then the feedback information is 

used to improve both dual tasks. 

 

1.1.7 Situation of Character-level Neural Machine Translation in Chinese 

Dictionary is also an essential part of translation tasks. We explore the suitability of 

subword methods in Chinese, character-level translation model, and byte pair encoder 

(BPE) algorithm. 

Character-level subword to NMT models has some excellent properties in Chinese. Li 

et al. [6] conclude that the character-based process has advantages. It does not suffer 

from tedious and language-specific pre-processing. Cantonese is a classic case for the 

task of the character-level token. The character-level process has some good properties. 

The character-based approach avoids the problem of out-of-vocabulary (OOV), and it 

does not suffer from tedious and language-specific pre-processing. Cantonese is a 

classic case for the task. Chinese word segmentation is still accepted as the best method 

that the word segmentation algorithm adopts, not a uniform dictionary. Li et al. [6] 

reflect character-level Chinese tasks is consistently outperform the "word" level tasks. 

Character-level solves a significant extent Data sparse problem, out-of-vocabulary 

(OOV) at Chinese translation tasks. 
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1.1.8 Candarin 

"Candarin" is a web-based web MT system that aims to make machine-assisted 

translation possible for two languages Cantonese and Mandarin, to communicate with 

each other. 

 

Figure 4 Design logo of "Candarin" 

Cantonese is a Chinese dialect. The written style is complex and hard to read in text. 

Meanwhile, more and more scholars study in Macao from mainland China, we need to 

help them read Cantonese fluently in daily communication. A translation is necessary 

that a translated readable text will help to communicate and chat. Cantonese is a 

provincialism that has a valuable culture and exciting meaning. Our project wants to 

contribute to this issue by building an intelligent MT system for both Cantonese and 

Mandarin. 

As a MT system, the best way to visible results is a web-based application. So, we 

deployed our translation system on the onboard web pages to offer people daily uses. 

This subject relates to NLP, server-side coding, and web programming for web 

applications in the project. 

1.2 Objectives 

1.2.1 Backgrounds 

Communication problems are the main issue to overcome. From a social angle, peoples 

travel to Macao and Mandarin as the mother language who usually make trouble in 

Cantonese, they cannot read Cantonese as a text. “Candarin” means a short sentence in 

Chinese but type in Cantonese. Meanwhile, more and more students and scholars study 

in Macao from mainland China. A translation is necessary that a translated readable 

text will help to communicate and chat. Cantonese is a provincialism that has a valuable 

culture and exciting meaning. Our project wants to contribute to this issue by building 

an intelligen machine translation system for both Cantonese and Mandarin. 

From the NLP angle, Cantonese is a low-resources language lacking existing text 

records and without an authoritative official dataset to support the language. Low 

resources language to define by the dimensions of resource availability: labels for 

specific tasks, language data without labels, and auxiliary data. The availability of tasks 
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with labels in the target language is of paramount importance in supervised learning. 

Still, most NLP methods require a large amount of label data, such as parallel sentences. 

Cantonese faces a lot of challenges in machine learning on low resources. 

 

1.2.2 Purpose 

NLP research has also inspired more people to research low resource languages, which 

provides possibilities for model development and available methods. Studies show 

NMT had solutions to the situation, such as translation tasks using bilingual dictionaries 

without parallel data. 

Our purpose to research approaches for NMT system potential in the situation of low 

resource languages. So, we select Cantonese and Mandarin as our resources object 

because Cantonese and Mandarin translation system still have questions to improve. 

Our goal is to strengthen Cantonese-Mandarin translation quality in the base of NMT 

without parallel data. 

Last, we need to express NMT models to develop a translation system for people who 

can translate Cantonese and Mandarin. To embodiment our approaches are feasible, we 

build our online MT system by network technology. We use a front-end framework and 

establishing a backend to deploy our MT system. 

 

1.2.3 Development Scheme 

We split our project into two parts: NLP parts and another part are non-NLP parts. NLP 

parts will cover relevant NLP knowledge. Non-NLP will cover web programming, etc. 

For NLP parts, the main issue is our NMT system without any available data. So, our 

works will start from collecting data. Then, we will research to find solutions for our 

NMT without parallel data. Then, we create our MT model. Last, we will evaluate our 

translation system with other systems. We conclude works, continue to improve our 

translation system. 

For non-NLP parts, this is to prepare for a better representation of NLP. This part 

involves web programming and related network technology. So, we will create a 

website for this project. We will put up our translation model on the website. 

Furthermore, the famous MT system usually uses a backend system to solve network 

communication. We plan to teach the previous MT system to build a backend server 

and handle our translation system. In addition, a mobile application also is a good 

representation of NLP. 

Therefore, I will be responsible for all the work of NLP to research experiments. Next, 

I will handle server-side architecture to create a stable translation system and a user-

friendly website for non-NLP parts. My teammate will make contributions to aspects 

of non-NLP, such as mobile applications. 
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CHAPTER 2. Related Work 

2.1 Project Architecture 

 

Figure 5 Project architecture of Candarin 

 

• As Figure 5, there are our project architecture views. Since our project involves 

more than just software engineering, it involves NLP and web programming 

knowledge. We split it into two parts to NLP and non-NLP.  

On the NLP part, we will start our project from data. However, our tasks are without 

any available data. We collected our data by a web crawler and unsupervised 

method. Then, we have our fundamental base for our corpus. The corpus supports 

our continuous to do NMT. For our NMT, we use several methods to know the 

potential of low resource language. After research, we learn bilingual dictionary 

NMT without parallel data, back-translation, and dual learning. Then, we talk about 

some subword situations in Chinese. Last, our MT system successfully achieved it, 

and we deploy it to our translation system. 

On the non-NLP part, it focuses on the web technology: 

1. We create our web server as our base. Also, the server needs to connect to the 

database for some information. 

2. We create a back-end system for our translation system, such as pre-process 

input, packaging our translated text to users. 
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3. The input and output from user, which it connects through network 

communication. 

4. The communications will connect our translation system and offer the result to 

the user. 

5. To make the translation system have a better representation, we use web 

programming to create a front-end website. For extra, we also learn Cantonese 

text-to-speech (TTS) for additional functions and mobile applications to 

represent our project. 

• Therefore, these two parts are linking to our project. One cannot do without 

another. Then, our project “Candarin” was born. 

I (KU SU WA) am mainly responsible for all NLP parts on the division of labor. I am 

also responsible for web server, database, back-end architecture, communications 

protocol, and web programming on non-NLP parts. Our teammate (CHONG LOK HEI) 

is mainly responsible for mobile application and Cantonese TTS on non-NLP. Our 

detail of division of labour is giving in chapter 3. 

 

2.2 Related Work in NLP 

 

Natural language processing for low-resource scenarios is a big challenge. We still do 

not have a universal solution to solve this problem. Low-resources languages are that a 

given task is no available data to perform the tasks adequately. Dialect is a classic 

sample to be provided. Cantonese is a Chinese dialect and also is a low resource 

language. Its lack of parallel and high-quality sentences. It is hard to deal with the issue 

of generalization. Meanwhile, Tsvetkov [7] told state-of-the-art NMT models to require 

large amounts of training data and huge language-specific engineering. At the situation, 

Artetxe et al. [8] think low resources language makes related machine learning tasks 

fall into unsupervised learning. 

To achieve the optional solution, unsupervised NMT will be a breakthrough point of 

low resources translation. Duan et al. [5] proposed a new task of machine translation 

without parallel sentences. It makes use of ground-truth bilingual dictionaries to solve 

low resource problems. Their approach based on the interconnection and mutual 

learning of both angles of translation models. Building a related bridge between the two 

languages so that both languages obtain aligned sentences and more close relationships, 

and thus achieve the same results of high resource which languages without parallel 

sentences. 

Recent advances have shown that Adams [9] show high-quality embeddings can be 

learned even in the absence of bilingual corpora by bilingual lexicons. Our task uses an 

NMT framework Transformer. With our bilingual dictionary, the transformer at the 

base uses model intersection to make the two translation directions model converge 

afterword embedding in monolingual data without parallel sentences. This study shows 

that bilingual dictionaries are of great help in the task of translating low-resource 
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languages. Similar to other research, bilingual lexicon induction (BLI) independently 

learns the embedding and cross-lingual mapping of word embedding. Nasution et al. 

[10] said that creating bilingual dictionaries is crucial for our tasks. 

Back-translation became essential works. Using monolingual data to improve the 

quality of machine translation is reverse translation. The monolingual data is translated 

into the target language and then added to the training data. The advantages of back-

translation are improved robustness and solve the problem of sparse data. 

Therefore, we design NMT models without using parallel sentences. We are using a 

bilingual dictionary as the base. According to the bilingual dictionary, it leads 

monolingual sentences to get corresponding language pairs. It makes use of the ground-

truth bilingual dictionaries as refer to solve pair-sentences. The approach is based on 

the interconnection, and mutual learning of both translate directions of MT models. The 

method from word replacing to model iterations on back-translation. It builds a 

relationship between the two translated direction models. Both languages have obtained 

align sentences and get close relationships. The method can achieve the same 

performance compare with NMT using high-resources language.  

Unsupervised neural machine translation (UNMT) works well on the language without 

any pair-sentences in NLP. So, we put forward dual learning for our Cantonese-

Mandarin translation system. Zhao et al. [11] suppose dual learning is two standard MT 

system between two language spaces. It can use the two translated outputs to get 

feedbacks for unsupervised learning. The feedback tells which outputs are better for 

those NMT system and makes both system learn positive information more. 
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CHAPTER 3. Project Execution Schedule 

The above is our execution schedule. Especially Cantonese without a large online 

corpus, our works started early in May 2020 to collect data. Collecting works I holed 

from May to December, successfully collected 200M monolingual Cantonese for our 

tasks from hundreds of websites and social media. Since I do not have any available 

parallel corpus initially for training a translation model, my jobs focus on improving 

translation quality without parallel sentences. So, I will research to find approaches to 

solve low resources languages. Now, I have high-quality training data for training our 

translation system. We achieve to create a Cantonese corpus. Last, "Candarin" MT 

system is successfully deployed to my website and the website offering services to 

people. 

The main research work in semester 1 includes collecting corpus, learning training 

NMTs, and research NLP methods for NLP subjects. In semester 2, I focus on adjust 

NMT and optimize our translation model. We are establishing web and server during 

semester 2. For my contribution, the project schedule and arrangement are providing 

on the next page. 

I am mainly responsible for working with NLP technology on the division of labor, 

such as collecting corpus from the Internet, training NMT models, adjusting 

parameters, and doing NLP research. For non-NLP subjects, I deployed a translation 

system to my back-end server. Using a front-end framework to create the website.  

My teammate, Alan, the duty is our web design. He is responsible for the website style 

design, and he converts my website to mobile applications. 
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CHAPTER 4. Functional Specification 

The best representation of a MT system is on a web-based application. Therefore, the 

primary idea is that the “Candarin” website integrates a front-end framework, data 

interface, and database. To better reflect the easy-to-use method, we have made many 

automation features on the front-end display for users to use easily, including the 

adaptive web page and mobile phone adaptations. We deployed our translation system 

on the back-end server for the back-end to open the interface for the translation system. 

In this chapter, we will present the design and implementation of the web MT system 

“Candarin”. 

4.1 User Interface 

 

Figure 6 Index page of "Candarin" 

 

The index page interface is in Figure.2. You can see the page has three main functional 

pages, and I will present them successively. On the index, we can see there are three 

main buttons, “Project Information” is the static page to show “Candarin” information, 

including acknowledge, the background of the translation system, corpus, and NMT 

method. The Purple button, which is our essential MT system. The last button is an 

exhibition page that the page recorded our handpick sentences and their translated 

sentences. The idea is to help users directly see our performance of translation system 

and do not need to spend a lot of time picking sentences to test the system. 
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What is noteworthy is that we did an adaptive and mobile-friendly design to our website. 

The mobile phone can easily access and use our website page. 

 

4.1.1 Functional Bar 

 

Figure 7 Sample screenshot of functional bar 

 

The functional bar is above. The first button changes website style from the left to 

suitable icons (change whole website color). It has two styles default and Macao style. 

The second is that the internationalization (I18N) button for the website. Thanks to the 

Internet, people can exchange information and disseminate knowledge more efficiently. 

The I18N idea is hoping our website can help more people from different regions. So, 

we can get new opportunities and experiences for user feedback. If user choose their 

language switch and the whole website will change language instantaneously. Three, it 

makes the web page to full screen, four is reloading page, and the last icon is the page 

recording author information. 
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4.1.2 Exhibition of Translation 

 

Figure 8 Page of exhibition translation 

 

We offer two translation directions on the exhibition translation page: “Cantonese-to-

Mandarin” and “Mandarin-to-Cantonese”. There can directly see the original text and 

translated sentences from our system. To create the page is because people can now 

visit our translation quality. It is time-saving that it does not spend time to test sentences 

one by one on our translation system. 
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4.2 Operating Manual of Translation System 

 

Figure 9 UI of Translation System 

 

About MT design: 

1. Appearance - The index page interface is shown in Figure.5. Here consist of 

two text boxes, language switch and function button. 

2. Text boxes - You can type any text you want to left text boxes, and the translate 

sentence will display right text boxes. 

3. How to translate - The MT is running when user type input at left text boxes 

that it without translate button. The feature means that text boxes listen user 

input, if user stop typing (waiting input stop later 0.5 seconds) and the MT will 

send request to our server system. Then, the translated result will display at 

right text boxes. 

4. Language options - There are three translate direction on the top text boxes, 

user can choice their want to get different translate direction. Similar to the 

above I say, when user click their language choice, then translate sentence once 

for each click (including double-headed arrow at the middle). 

5. Functional button - On the bottom, there are copy button to copy text and 

clean button to clean text. 

About user guide: 

1. Translate direction - Our MT is providing translation direction: Cantonese-

to-Mandarin and Mandarin-to-Cantonese. Also, you can choose Cantonese-to-

Cantonese and Mandarin-to-Mandarin in practice if you want. 

2. Change simplified and traditional Chinese - In addition to the translation 

direction, you can get simplified or traditional Chinese output you want. 
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3. Connect network - Making sure you are connected network. The MT must 

work in network. 

 

 

Figure 10 Mobile UI of Translation system 

 

Meanwhile, we designed mobile interface for users. The basic functions are the same 

with Figure 6. The different is that language options is instead of selection. 
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4.3 Functional System Architecture 

 

 

Figure 11 Use Case of "Candarin" 

 

Here I will talk about the system architecture from user angle. 

For the use case diagram above, “Candarin” system is a user-friendliness design. User 

can access our three cases: “Project Information”, “Candarin MT system” and 

“Exhibition of Translation”. In particular, MT model and back-end MT systems can 

communicate with each other. Exhibition of translation page is obtaining text 

information from the database when user click the page. 
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Figure 12 Flow chart of system architecture 

 

As the figure above, the development views of the project. The website is listening to 

input for the user. The backend system handles the request of the website, and it will 

pre-process information. Then, the input will be translated by the translation system, 

and the system output also is post-process. Last, the translated result will package in an 

API format to users. From the NLP angle, we first have a fundamental corpus with 

monolingual Cantonese and bilingual dictionaries. We use the data and dictionary to 

create a training set for our machine translation (MT) model. Using some NLP methods 

to train the model. Then, we have the MT model for our monolingual sentences. We 

can generate good quality sentences from the MT model, and we boost corpus 

simultaneously. Next, we have more parallel data to train the MT model and find the 

best solutions to improve our translation. That is a cyclic process. If we think the MT 

model got good performance, we will deploy our MT model to the translation system. 
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CHAPTER 5. Software Design Specification 

In this chapter, we will talk about the “Candarin” internal system structure, and 

information of NLP for our project. 

 

5.1 System Architecture 

5.1.1 Web Application 

To make our project have a better representation, we choose Vue.js for our main front-

end side website. Vue.js is a popular JavaScript front-end framework, an open-source 

JavaScript framework for creating user interfaces, designed to better organize and 

simplify web development. So, Vue.js3 will be the best choice for our MT system. We 

choose popular vue-admin-template as our website base. We do second development 

on the vue website. 

For our web application “Candarin”, we create web page by web programming 

language HTML, CSS, JavaScript etc. The extra point is Vue.js have more design for 

the parameter passing, router, Vuex and useful plug-in. 

 

  

 
3 Vue.js - An open source JavaScript framework for building user interfaces and a web application framework for 

building website applications. 
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5.1.2 Server-side Translation System 

 

Figure 13 Class diagram of server-side system 

 

We deployed our translation model and pre-processing function using a backend system. 

At the above Figure.7, our system is a simple architecture, and the main part is our MT 

system (the left of figure). Front-end website only to send information to our back-end 

system that website does not process input. When, backend accepts the request, it will 

pre-process first for input text and translate text on the MT system Also, we need to 

post-process for translated output. 

For last about the architecture, our system will open an application programming 

interface (API) for website to use. It is because that our MT system using Python4. We 

should focus on system instead of huge software. So, the Flask5 is our choice that it is 

a lightweight web application framework written in Python. It is suitable for Python. 

 
4 Python – Programming languages 

5 Flask - A lightweight web application framework written in Python. 
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To handle high-frequency network requests, we select Gunicorn6. The final format of 

API will be a json format to send. 

 

 

Figure 14 Overall system structures 

 

Therefore, from front-end and server-side, our main idea is focus on a lightweight 

design. It is helpful to our NLP tasks. 

 
6 Gunicron - Base on Python web server gateway interface HTTP server. 
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5.2 Specification of Translation Tasks on Natural Languages Process 

5.2.1 Monolingual Cantonese Corpus 

The Internet has become one of the most important means to access information. 

Obtaining corpus from the Internet will be the only way for us to find out monolingual 

data. For data collection, crawler becomes one of the main tools for using varieties of 

tools like python packages Requests7 , automated scripts Selenium 8 , web crawler 

framework Scrapy9, etc. 

We crawled hundreds of related websites, including an open electronic corpus, news, 

encyclopedia, and forum site. Especially, the text of the forum site consists of our 90% 

corpus.  Most of these data are social media messages from people's daily lives. Due to 

the special language environment of Cantonese, there are no Cantonese texts on 

education, laws, and academic topics. It led our corpus to daily life themes. There are 

also affecting our translation model to belong to universal translation. 

Data pre-processing is an essential part of NLP. It often determines the training 

difficulty of a good model and even determines the success of a project. This process, 

includes data cleaning, segmenting sentences, and standardizing text. For data clearing, 

the data we usually get is not completely clean from online, so it is necessary to remove 

the interference information in the text data to more effectively dig out the important 

information contained in it. Tian et al. [4] think text noise is a general situation when 

collecting data. Noisy can refer to extraneous information such as non-goal languages 

and can indicate the illegal data, such as the messy codes, mismatch sentence 

alignments. The noise is particularly severe when the plain text is obtained because 

people use more mark symbols, and typewriting is not in a format standard in Cantonese. 

Therefore, we standardized symbols for all monolingual Cantonese texts, and for 

subsequent NLP tasks in Cantonese, we did not remove too many illegal symbols but 

still valuable, such as emoji. At the same time, Cangjie typing will type a lot of words 

that did not appear in the Chinese dictionary library that Cangjie typing is popular in 

Hong Kong and Macao. So, these words are instead of normal words. 

One of the tools is regular regularization. It is helpful to clean many types of text content, 

including pure text, HTML text. Then, a preliminary filter language tool is polyglot10, 

a language detector to filter non-Chinese data. Segment sentences, also named 

sentences boundary detection (SBD), mean cut the sentences as new sentences that it 

was also important for NLP tasks. Sadvilkar and Neumann [12] show that sentence 

boundary detection (or sentence segment) is a prerequisite for machine translation and 

other tasks. However, it is an easy process in Chinese that Chinese only cut sentences 

from full stops, unlike English tasks. Standardizing data means correcting irregular 

words and text. Last, our build language model to select purely Cantonese for the corpus 

 
7 Requests - Python HTTP library that enables programs to connect to a network. 

8 Selenium - Automation Web browsers provides a variety of tools and dependency packages. 

9 Scrapy - Open source web crawler framework. 

10 Polyglot - A natural language applications that detects multilingual languages. 
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that language models are the modelling of the probability distribution of statements. It 

can be a text classification for cleaning data.  

In short, the purpose of the purge is clear and straightforward: to exclude non-critical 

information. We only need to retain the textual information described by the text 

content, and at the same time, minimize the impact of this information on the 

construction of the algorithm model. 

Therefore, our work of monolingual corpus gets excellent development that we have 

adequate 200 million sentences of Cantonese corpora to continuous our tasks. 

 

5.2.2 Dataset 

To give more information for our training data, we explain our training data of NMT 

models. 

A qualified training data is essential for machine learning. There are our training data 

for later NMT models. For training, we have two training data for angle what 

Cantonese-to-Mandarin (CAN-MAN) and Mandarin-to-Cantonese (MAN-CAN). 

 

Figure 15 Histogram of training sentences length 

 

The above figure.9 is histogram about length of training data. Popel and Bojar [2] 

concluded data distribution and max length of sentences affect the quality of translation. 

On training data, Chinese represent one word one unit which situation need exclude too 

long sentences.  
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Therefore, we select sentences which length is around sentences of 10 words as our 

primary training set. Test and development set we are setting the same length 

distribution compare with training data. Max-length setting 50 and min-length is 4. 

The information of training sentences, we have two training data for different translated 

direction.  There is not much difference between the two of training data overall, the 

different is We have added parts of Chinese that cannot be translated from Cantonese, 

that is, sentences in Cantonese are the same as in Mandarin. 

 

Table 1 Experimental setting of data 

 CAN ⇒ MAN MAN ⇒ CAN 

Training set 14,656,032 13,456,342 

Development set 2,218 2,218 

Test set 1,000 1,000 

 

The information of bilingual dictionary of Cantonese and Mandarin, the dictionary be 

collected from online, artificial working, and new words by unsupervised method. Until 

May 2021, our bilingual dictionary has 43,426 parallel vocabulary, and 402,863 

monolingual Cantonese words. It still has parts of monolingual Cantonese dictionary 

cannot get corresponding pair vocabulary. It is because bilingual dictionary only be 

created by human or linguistician. Machine method might cannot solve this problem. 

 

 

5.2.3 Pre-processing 

For training and testing, there are pre-processing steps for our dataset: 

1. Sentence tokenization – to identify the punctuation of sentences by regular 

expression. 

2. Character-level sentences - due to Chinese does not have the best sentence 

segmentation algorithm, our all dataset be process to character-level sentences. 

3. Simplified Chinese – traditional Chinese have a feature is which variant form 

of a Chinese character. Variant form will influence MT systems to learn well 

for the form. 
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5.2.4 Machine Translation Modelling 

The toolkit we used to explore the n-gram language model was Kenlm11. 

For our training MT system, we use Fairseq12 as our modelling toolkit. We take the 

model framework Transformer to create custom models for our CAN-MAN and MAN-

CAN translation models. 

For our NMT models, we have two translated directions: Cantonese-to-Mandarin, 

Mandarin-to-Candarin. 

Although we use character-level dataset without doing subword processing, but we still 

need to use Subword-nmt 13  as a dictionary tool for output to generate translated 

sentences. 

For our approach, training a complete translation model requires four processes: data 

preparation, pre-process, training. Our steps about training a NMT models are 

following the steps we have given above but we have difference. At the most begin 

translation model, we fully use bilingual dictionary to synthesize data and training a 

NMT model which function only replacing word. We adopted it anchor training, 

building models which translation direction from CAN-MAN and MAN-CAN, as well 

as the approach encourage models to learn from each other. 

All NMT models are training at GPU NVIDIA© T100. 

 
11 Kenlm - Toolkit for inference code of Language model 

12 Fairseq - A sequence modeling toolkit that allows researchers and developers to train custom models for 

translation, summarization, language modeling and other text generation tasks. 

13 Subword-nmt - Subword toolkit contains preprocessing scripts to segment text into subword units. The primary 

purpose is to facilitate the reproduction of experiments on Neural Machine Translation with subword units. 
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CHAPTER 6. Methologies 

6.1 Motivation 

Low-resource language in a situation is challenging for natural language processing. 

NLP models require large and rely heavily on amounts of data. Dialect and unique fields 

usually hard to achieve the performance of rich resource language. The lack of data 

makes it difficult for machine learning models to handle real problems. It also results 

in low resource languages not having the same standard evaluation as other languages. 

Cantonese, a dialect, has no publicly available data sets from authoritative organizations, 

and few corpora are recording on the Internet. To solve low-resources language in 

translation tasks, we determine to explore low-resources language translation in 

Cantonese and Mandarin. 

 

6.1.1 Available Methods for Low Resource Languages 

Corpus is a kind of valuable resource for NLP tasks. No matter in which domain of 

artificial intelligence, it is necessary that data support. The same is true. The translation 

tasks of NLP are needed to use the corpus to construct, and the quality and scale of the 

corpus influence the performance of tasks.  Low-resources languages and dialect 

languages are a classical sample, is that a given task is no available data so that NMT 

hard to get performance adequately. Cantonese in low-resources scenario lacks parallel 

and high-quality sentences that corpora is one of the important and will determine the 

quality of the final translation system. So, at the beginning of the project, there was an 

urgent demand to expand our Cantonese corpus.  

Currently, the low resources problem got a lot of development in NLP. Karakanta et al. 

[14] describe a language-independent method using a third language to enable in a 

situation low-resource language of MT. The way takes a method to overcome the low-

resource problem using a closely related intermediary language to generate parallel data 

for both language and target language. They deal with situation which no readily 

available parallel data and boost they corpus well. We are honored to collect Tatoeba* 

data. We took the Cantonese-English data and translated English to Chinese to see if a 

third language can solve the low resources of Cantonese and Mandarin. As Table.2, 

third languages do an excellent job of getting rid of overly colloquial Cantonese words 

and exporting the correct and high-quality translated sentences. 

Meanwhile, this method completely removes the Sentiment Analysis of Cantonese 

sentences. However, third-party languages discard the semantic information of the 

source language entirely. Even it leads to similar Cantonese and Mandarin become 

disjunct in linguistics. This is not conducive to our next work. Meanwhile, the third 

language is not feasible in the task of dialect translation. In dialect translation, or almost 

in NMT, the method is hard to achieve because dialect is only related to no more than 

two languages usually (such as Chinese-Uighur and Chinese-Mongolia). Our tasks fall 

into low resources back. 
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Table 2 Examples about Mandarin as the third language on Cantonese-English dataset 

Source (CAN) Target (ENG) Third Language (MAN) 

鬼唔知咩。 That is obvious. 這是顯而易見的。 

好大風。 It is windy. 颳風了。 

埋嚟我到吖。 Come towards me. 向我走來。 

你唔出聲冇人當你啞㗎喎。 Just shut up. 閉嘴。 

 

The World Wide Web (WWW) as an open library for linguistic resources is an excellent 

approach. The expeditious developments online have made it possible to collect and 

store a large volume of written records from all possible domains. Dhar et al. [15] said 

the number of text documents dispersed online by different sectors is in the orders of 

millions now. Meanwhile, De Groc [16] uses the World Wide Web as a free source for 

large linguistic resources, and it is a well-established idea for the NLP domain. The 

resources are keystones or the beginning stages of lexicon-based categorization, 

information retrieval, machine translation, and information extraction.  

Therefore, we present a web crawler for low resources issues. The vast number of 

written records on the Internet found in news and media. Similarly, Cantonese is often 

used in social media, newspapers, and movie subtitling but It is especially commonly 

used in electronic forums. To mine monolingual corpus for Cantonese, web crawler as 

the main tools that it is a recursive process to download online resources. web crawlers 

have a variety of tools such as python automated scripts and crawler framework Scrapy. 

We successfully collected adequate monolingual Cantonese text from hundreds of 

websites by the web crawler. Most of them come from online magazines, encyclopedias, 

open corpus, social media, and electronic forums. Preliminary analyzed the crawled 

text. We concluded that electronic forums' crawled corpora data volume accounts for 

90% of the total monolingual corpus. Electronic forums do not have a unified structured 

classification of text records, and Cantonese can be labelled by text classifier remains 

to be studied. 

Another approach to boost corpus is that extracting subtitles from video. Zhang et al. 

[17] present a method that extracting parallel data from subtitles from movies and TV 

series. Extracting data from subtitles is also shown that it a viable source of data. 

Our tasks focus on NLP, so we do not explore optical character recognition (OCR) 

systems on subject computer vision (CV). With the usage of the Baidu AI Cloud of 

word recognition, we deployed our text recognition application and got a certain 

number of subtitles. However, subtitles in Cantonese are on the decline with the 

development of daily life. Most of the subtitles were replaced by written Chinese 

(Mandarin). It caused Cantonese text cannot mine from subtitles more. Subtitles still is 

having worthy of mining despite the fact that it is a small number for our corpus. These 

subtitles are closely related to daily conversation, which is suitable for future translated 

works because Cantonese is according to people life. 
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In short, through our web crawler, we successfully collect enough data to continue our 

work. Also, third language and extracting subtitle are available solutions for low 

resources languages. 

 

6.2 Establishing Bilingual Dictionary 

6.2.1 Existing Bilingual Dictionary for Cantonese and Mandarin 

Bilingual dictionary is important on tasks with low resources language. Wong and Lee 

[18] show that using a bilingual dictionary solves the cost of collecting bilingual 

sentence pairs. At the idea, we found bilingual recording dictionaries for Cantonese and 

Mandarin online.  And Wikipedia is recording vocabulary in different forms of Chinese, 

and it has a lot of proper nouns, so we use WikiExtractor14to extract the vocabulary 

for our bilingual dictionary. In total, the dictionary still is short of amount, but it is 

enough to use for our monolingual Cantonese corpus. 

 

6.2.2 New Words Discovery 

New words discovery is one of the primary tasks of NLP, which aims to discover 

language features through unsupervised methods. Chinese does not have spaces 

between words like English, and its without the best way to word segmentation. The 

unsupervised method can find a new word in the situation. Also, the technique can 

apply in Cantonese and helps us to create a dictionary for NMT. 

To find new words, the words should have enough information of adjacent characters. 

If a word can be a new word, it should appear in rich contextual information. 

Information entropy is a measure of the amount of information and reflects the 

randomness of an adjacent word. The higher the information entropy, the richer the 

information. There is a more random set of left and right neighbors for word fragments. 

For example, two words have the same information entropy as left, but one cannot be a 

word because the entropy of right is smaller than another. The information entropy can 

be present: 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝓌) = − ∑ 𝑃(𝓌𝑛|𝓌)𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃(𝓌𝑛|𝓌)𝓌𝑛
   (1) 

Mutual information determines a word which is a new word. According to the words 

from information entropy, it knows which text is words. Then, mutual information is 

an algorithm in the probability of a character combination divided by the probability of 

the occurrence of each component. For example, we know the mutual information of 

“作曲家” is larger than “嘅作曲”. We can think the combination of characters as a 

reasonable vocabulary by mutual information: 

 
14 WikiExtractor - Script for Text be extracted and purged from a Wikipedia database dump. 
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𝑀𝐼 = ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑝(𝑥)𝑝(𝑦)
𝑦∈𝑌𝑥∈𝑋

                                      (2) 

We need to determine whether a character combination is a "word", considering the 

information entropy to count the left and right neighbors and calculate the mutual 

information. That is an unsupervised method to find a new word in Cantonese. In the 

process, we extracted a larger monolingual Cantonese dictionary from our collected 

Cantonese corpus. However, manual work is the only way for us to make a monolingual 

Cantonese dictionary because a bilingual dictionary cannot directly create by machine 

approach in Cantonese and Mandarin. 

 

6.3 N-gram Language Model 

The language model (LM) can calculate the probability that the sequence is a sentence 

for any sequence of words. From the point of view of machine learning, LM is modeling 

the probability distribution of statements. N-gram language model is the classical 

method to build LM by statistics method. In general, n-gram LM is a model which 

determines if a language sequence is a fluent sentence. We will introduce the simple 

model, which assigns probabilities to sequences of sentences and words, named the n-

gram language model. It shows many contribution domains at NLP that apply 

information retrieval, text classification, machine learning, etc. In our works, n-gram 

LM is a powerful tool for text classification and information feedback. 

N-gram is a sequence of N words. A 2-gram (bigram) is a sequence of two words, and 

a 3-gram (trigram) is a sequence of three words, and so on. To express the formula for 

a particular random variable X (or denoted a word, W), we set probability 𝑃(𝓌), then 

we represent a sequence of N words as 𝓌1 , 𝓌2 ,...,  𝓌𝑛 . To calculate the joint 

probability of each word in the sequence with chain rule, we have: 

𝑃(𝓌1
𝑛) = 𝑃(𝓌1)𝑃(𝓌2|𝓌1)𝑃(𝓌3|𝓌1

2) … 𝑃(𝓌𝑛|𝓌1
𝑛−1)                     

= ∑ 𝑃(𝓌𝑘|𝓌1
𝑘−1)

𝑛

𝑘=1

                                                                    (3) 

We cannot estimate it just by counting the number of times each word appears at the 

end of each long string because we do not know how to calculate the exact probability 

of a word given a long list of previous words. To solve this problem, let us introduce 

the Markov hypothesis and maximum likelihood estimation, and we calculate 𝐶(∙) 

denotes the number of occurrences of subsequences in sequences: 

𝑃(𝓌𝑖|𝓌𝑛−1) =
𝐶(𝓌𝑛−1𝓌𝑛)

∑ 𝐶(𝓌𝑛−1𝓌𝑛)𝓌
                                                 

=
𝐶(𝓌𝑛−1𝓌𝑛)

𝐶(𝓌𝑛−1)
                                                (4) 

The features are that this is a posteriori probability is calculated using a numerical 

method and taking N-1 order Markov hypothesis is used to simplify the posterior 

probability to improve the model generalization ability. For the last, during predicting, 
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many sentences have a probability of 0 that we are using smoothing methods: Add-1 

smoothing. 

N-gram LM is our filter tool for our collected corpus. Our collect corpus mixed many 

Cantonese and Mandarin Sentences, and n-gram LM is the best way to classify. Cavnar 

and Trenkleet [19] said an n-gram based model for text categorization is a better 

approach to solve grammar, spelling, input character errors. 

For a particular point, we select the statistics method instead of neural LM is because 

this step focuses on data filter. Neural LM has many advantages, and it does not require 

smoothing, can handle longer historical records (or sequence), and can be generalized 

in the context of similar words. The primary usage of neural LM is predicting the 

following terms from the previous context. However, neural LM has more expensive 

training costs. If the works on focus data filter for Cantonese, n-gram LM still is a 

powerful tool. 

Like the idea, we successfully get purely monolingual Cantonese from the collected 

data. Our approach is to train an N-gram language model using a small training set (for 

example, we used Wikipedia here). Since we are using character-level to process LM, 

we set N-gram to 4-gram. We have monolingual solid datasets as we work now. 

 

6.4 Neural Machine Translation without Using Parallel Sentences 

With the rapid development of NMT, the translation tasks between high-resource 

languages such as English and French have achieved good translation results. In 

contrast, the translation of low languages is still a complex problem. Compared with 

the abundant corpus data of high resources languages, the main challenge of machine 

translation for low resources languages is the sparse corpus problem. Cantonese and 

Mandarin do not exist high-quality pair-language (data) to make NMT perform well. In 

our tasks in this situation, we will explore the solution for both languages. To 

furthermore deal with the problem low resources language, in this section we will talk 

about an NMT system without any parallel data. 

 

6.4.1 Motivation on Bilingual Dictionary 

Bilingual dictionaries are essential resources in natural language processing. For low 

resources language, it has a lot of search methods about the bilingual dictionary. Haza 

Nasution et al. [20] shown that bilingual lexicons are a constraint-based approach 

method. Also, it was using pivot language approach from two bilingual dictionaries. 

However, our tasks using monolingual data without pivot languages. Cross-lingual 

embedding uses the two monolingual corpora set and separating training word vectors, 

and then the corresponding vector linear projection two languages to a shared word 

space. It uses the adversarial training approach to make the word vector projection to 

the shared space of the same area as possible, which improves robustness for our tasks. 

Cross-lingual embedding focuses on word vectors, and weak monitoring signals are 

still needed to initialize, such as small-scale bilingual dictionaries, and dictionary 

quality will affect training results. 
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Studies have shown that bilingual dictionary is a powerful bridge to connect low 

resources languages. Duan [3] inspired us that the NMT without parallel data, opposite, 

uses a bilingual dictionary and gets the idea from back-translation and knowledge 

distillation. Back-translation is the main tool, and it widely uses for low resources 

language. Knowledge distillation is creating a creating teacher-student model. The 

learned feature representation by the complex network with strong learning ability is 

transferred to the network with a small number of parameters and weak learning ability. 

We can take the advantages of ideas about the previous work for our NMT without 

parallel data. 

 

6.4.2 Anchor Training 

Anchored training (AT) means placing multiple anchor points to make both languages 

close by the bilingual dictionary. The method of making the two languages close to 

each other mainly depends on the interaction of various models. Generally speaking, 

anchor training is a method that makes the monolingual data obtain a good training 

effect through model iteration. 

Our collected huge monolingual data and the bilingual dictionary will be used in this 

part. Anchor point, it means the word of sources sentences is replaced by bilingual 

dictionary. Unlike word embedding, it is a simple replacement by regular expression. 

Then, a source sentence is transformed into an anchored sentence at first by the 

bilingual dictionary. We use the source-to-target MT model trained in the AT process 

to decode the anchored sentence. 

 

 

Figure 16 Process of anchor training 

 

AT process is a process that generates a lot of pseudo-sentences to create pair-sentences. 

As we talk above, AT uses monolingual data to pair anchor sentences by replacing them 

with the bilingual dictionary. AT process is a single AT process for the whole approach. 

This process is similar to a teacher-student model: First, creating a big teacher model, 

but in this process, our approach is NMT which monolingual data pair to anchor 

sentences. Second, large monolingual data can use NMT to generate large pseudo-

sentence by anchor sentences. For that related language can get good training results, 
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such as Cantonese and Mandarin. The single AT process goal is generating large pair-

sentences, and will we talk about back-translation. 

 

6.4.3 Back-translation 

Back-translation is widely using for many tasks. It is generating more data by process 

source-to-target-source. It also is a valuable method for low resources language. 

Edunov et al. [21] concluded that back-translation is a pattern in which text be translated 

and the translated text be refactored. It can solve low resource problems. Prepare a 

translation model, and put the source data and output target data, then the target data 

translated back to source data. In short, it is a source-to-target-to-source. The result of 

back-translation also generates noisy data, so it needs to clean the noise. So, our 

previous LM also can be a filter in this method. LM can evaluate a sentence is fluency 

or not. Also, back translation makes the model more robust to reordering and 

substitutions that happen naturally. The noise of back-translation helps the NMT model 

avoid overlearning. In later work, back-translation makes an enormous contribution to 

our AT methods. 

The advantage is back-translation helps low resources NMT to generate more parallel 

data. As the number of iterations increases, the data generated will be closer to the real 

data.  

 

6.4.4 Bi-anchor Training 

 

Figure 17 Views of bi-anchor training 
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We add two views about the anchor training. As Figure 16 above, S-T denoted 

translation direction of the NMT model is the source to target. S’, T’, and others denoted 

the translated output by the last target (or source) language of NMT. Denoted the source 

language processes to target language by anchor point, then training the NMT model.  

Other symbols are similarly. The dotted box denoted model iteration. 

Single anchor training is generating large pseudo-data for source-to-target and target-

to-source NMT models. We add two views of source and target. We iterate AT process 

until models converged. Then, models fully learned well at training data. However, the 

models do not share any parameters and data that cannot close both language 

relationships. We will be continuing to talk more about Bi-anchor training. 

So, bi-anchor training (Bi-AT) is an improvement of single anchor training. This 

method is the core content for our NMT without parallel data. As the above figure, for 

Bi-AT, we put forward a flow: a single AT process has generated large pseudo-

sentences in source and target view (source view is source-to-target and target view is 

target-to-source). This step expanded our training data. 

Furthermore, we combine source view and target view so that multiple models have 

interacted. Bi-AT starts from generated pseudo sentences. Then, pairing pseudo 

sentences as input with genuine sentences as output to train the corresponding 

translation model. It is back-translation. This generation and training process iterates 

until two views of Bi-AT converges (means back-translation cannot improve translation 

quality more).  

 

Figure 18 Views of bi-anchor training (CONT.) 

 

Now, we have NMT models from both views. As the Figure 12, the big arrows mean 

place anchor training by the anchor point. An anchor point is a place that is replaced by 

the bilingual dictionary. It creates new pair sentences (source view NMT output and 

corresponding anchor sentence by anchor point) to train a new anchor view NMT. Then 

yellow ellipse is a converge model for a single view, and its output pair to anchor 
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sentences by anchor NMT model. The output of the source view calculates the loss of 

translation and select good output as pseudo-data. Last, the pair data we as pseudo-

sentences to input and genuine sentences as output. Then, training NMT as the final 

model. Process of target view as well. 

In summary, we first use back-translation to generate large-scale pseudo parallel corpus 

and anchor training, further boosting it and closing two language relationships. Each 

NMT model is learning and relating. For single AT, the output is pseudo sentences, and 

may translation quality is not well. The bi-anchor view can make NMT better learn 

knowledge from source and target. Through such rich views, the translation models of 

both directions are mutually strengthened. The approach closes both language 

relationships. It is because the model learned not only knowledge come from the source 

language also the target language. It absorbs the idea of knowledge distillation that 

There is no need to change the original training method for iterative models to improve 

the translation accuracy of the model. At the same time, the learned knowledge from 

the larger model is used to make the smaller model learn knowledge faster. Also, the 

two views improved NMT only using bilingual dictionaries. 

 

6.5 Dual learning Method on Unsupervised Learning 

Machine translation usually involves two translation direction tasks. The two-

translation direction is antithetical, and it can take an unsupervised learning method. It 

is a good opportunity for dual learning. Dual learning is also a solution of low resources 

languages to make small data to get good performance. 

Dual learning can use unsupervised data and improve model performance through 

mutual feedback and learning between the original and dual-task models. Dual learning 

has a learning style similar to reinforcement learning. In general, dual learning 

significantly reduced reliance on aligned samples and giving parameters to update by 

LM information during training. 

Dual learning uses monolingual corpus rather than parallel corpus to improve the 

accuracy of the two models. We prepare two monolingual data sets (Cantonese and 

Mandarin), and they do not need to be aligned with each other without any relationship. 

Starting with any sentence of monolingual data, we first translate the source language 

into the target language. Then, its output is translated back into the original language. 

This process is dead with translation back. By evaluating the two translations results, 

we will understand the quality of the two translation models and improve them 

accordingly. This process can be iterated over many rounds until the translation model 

converges. Assume that we have language 𝑆 and language 𝑇, and corpus 𝐷𝑆  has 𝑁𝑠 

sentences, corpus 𝐷𝑇  has 𝑁𝑇  sentences. 𝑃(∙ |𝑠; 𝜃𝐴𝐵)  and 𝑃(∙ |𝑠; 𝜃𝐵𝐴)  are defined as 

two neural translation models, where 𝜃𝐴𝐵 and 𝜃𝐵𝐴 is their model parameters. We can 

only use corpus 𝐷𝑆 and corpus 𝐷𝑇, and separate training language models 𝐿𝑀𝑆(∙) and 

𝐿𝑀𝑇(∙), which only need monolingual corpus. If the game starts with sentence 𝑠 of 

corpus 𝐷𝑆, we define 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑 as the intermediate translation output.  

Xia et al. [3] make a process idea for dual learning. We can get 𝑟1 = 𝐿𝑀𝑇(𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑). It 

indicates the fluency of the output sentence in language T. Then, we restore sentence 𝑠 

of 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑑 and calculate logarithmic probability as communication reward according to 
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sentence s. The reward function 𝑟2 = log (𝑃(∙ |𝑠; 𝜃𝐵𝐴)) . We will be constantly 

reconstructing and communicating sentences. Finally. we are using the information 

from the language models. We use a linear function to express the reward function:  

𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝛼𝑟1 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑟2. 

 

 

Figure 19 Process of dual learning 

 

Dual learning can be considered as a closed loop learning. Through refactoring 

sentences to give feedback information. The process of such a duality game, we can get 

feedback from the unlabelled data to know how to improve the machine learning model. 

 

6.6 Situation of Character-level Chinese Token 

Subword algorithm has now become an important method to improve the performance 

of NLP models. It is also an essential part of the translation task. Usually, most tasks 

take byte pair encoding (BPE). BPE is a subword algorithm that has become an 

important method to improve the performance of NLP models. It is also an important 

part of the translation task. A simple form of data compression, in which the most 

common pair of contiguous bytes of data is replaced with bytes that do not exist in the 

data. Now, this is a common pre-processing approach used in many translation models. 

The advantage is that it effectively balances the vocabulary size with the number of 

tokens required to encode a sentence. However, BPE in Chinese affects quality opposite. 

The BPE algorithm generates more and larger dictionaries because Chinese words 

consist of single words, unlike English. A huge dictionary affects the NMT model to 

train, such as handling unknown words and rare vocabulary. So, BPE is not suitable for 

the Chinese. We make forward to a method: character-level token for Chinese. 
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Table 3 Token number of BPE and character-level 

 BPE level Character-level 

Cantonese 46,088 9,827 

Mandarin 46,088 9,822 

 

The character-level token is a simple subword method in pre-process. It just cut up 

every word from a sentence without any algorithms like Chinese word segment. The 

pre-process angle solves the standard of word segmentation in Chinese, avoids out-of-

vocabulary problems (OOV), ambiguity, and compound words in linguistics. For the 

NMT model, it solves data sparsity that leads to overfitting in low resources languages. 

The problem of BPE in Chinese creates a new dictionary, and it is large-scale, but 

character-level not. There are more rare words but low word frequency in Cantonese, 

which will boost the OOV problem in BPE.  The number of Cantonese words is huge. 

The BPE algorithm adds more new words through the word stem. It makes the 

translation model cannot cover all the words. Also, the rare word cannot get dictionary 

accuracy for the BPE level. So, the problem of unregistered words will always exist in 

NMT. Therefore, compared with Cantonese, the character-level segmentation method 

is more suitable. 

 

Figure 20 Visual attention heatmap on character-level byte 
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As Figure 14, we can see the attention of character-level byte in Chinese Mandarin15. 

The noteworthy point is word “為”, “什” and “麼”, we can directly see the words is 

related. We assume BPE subword that if the three words are an integral vocabulary, 

rare words cannot cover the attention and get correct prediction via a trained NMT. 

However, character-level can cover rare words. 

In this section, we conducted four Chinese tasks to verify that the character-level model 

is generally superior to the BPE level model in terms of effectiveness. Through analysis, 

we conclude that the poor performance of the BPE level model can be attributed to data 

sparseness, OOV problem, overfitting. 

 

6.7 Conclusion of Neural Machine Translation in Low Resources 

In conclusion, our approaches help low resources language NMT to get excellent 

performance. We are motivation by bilingual dictionary at previous research. We use a 

bilingual dictionary to synthesis anchor sentences and converge by back-translation. 

The anchor sentences are helpful for two languages. Dual learning to lead two NMT 

models to improve by each other's information feedback. Our research show low 

research NMT is available. 

With these powerful perspectives, we have largely solved the problem of data scarcity. 

We use the idea to train NMT models and evaluate the excellent performance of the 

translation model. Then, we put monolingual data into models and generate good 

parallel sentences. These sentences help us to train the next NMT model. It is a 

circulation process for us to do NMT. In general, we expect training models to generate 

high-quality data for us. Training and data generation will proceed simultaneously. So, 

the process support us to do research. 

 

 
15 The attention of character-level byte in Chinese Mandarin – The attention heatmap be generate by BERT, and 

the using pre-train model is GitHub: google-research/bert 

https://github.com/google-research/bert
https://github.com/google-research/bert
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CHAPTER 7. System Quality 

7.1 Experimentation 

We conduct experiments on Cantonese-Mandarin and Mandarin-Cantonese to check 

the potential of our NMT system with the only bilingual dictionary and large-scale 

monolingual corpora. In Chinese, Cantonese and Mandarin is a close-related language. 

The bilingual dictionaries we use are made up of the data we collect and the dictionaries 

through unsupervised finding new words. The model architecture we select 

Transformer as our NMT models. 

7.1.1 Datasets 

For our training data set, we select 14M parallel sentences for translation Cantonese-

Mandarin. 13M parallel sentences for translation Mandarin-Cantonese.  The training 

data come from generating via bilingual dictionary, and our NMT model generated 

high-quality sentences. For bilingual dictionary, we have two bilingual Dictionary 

because Mandarin words might have multiple Cantonese meaning, respectively. 

7.1.2 Pre-processing 

We limit the sentences length from 3 to 50. Then, we conduct that character-level 

process for our training data. Frequency of words are set at 10. We transform all word 

to simply Chinese by OpenCC16. 

7.1.3 Experiment Settings 

We use Transformer as our model architecture. We are sharing all embeddings because 

Cantonese and Mandarin are sharing the same dictionary. We set the encode and encode 

layers with six layers. We use Adam optimizer. However, we set the learning rate to 

decay the learning rate based on the inverse square root of the update number. We make 

a warmup phase where we linearly increase the learning rate from some initial learning 

rate until the configured learning rate. After that, we decay proportional to the number 

of updates, with a decay factor set to align with the configured learning rate. We set 

𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0.1. 

 

7.2 BLEU 

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) is an evaluation of NLP. BLEU is very 

common in machine translation tasks in NLP, where it is used to evaluate the difference 

between a candidate generated by the model and an actual reference. The values range 

from 0.0 to 1.0, with a BLEU of 1.0 if two sentences match perfectly and 0.0 if two 

sentences do not match perfectly. 

Due to Cantonese without any publicly available test sets, we create our handwork test 

set with 1000 sentences for our evaluation. The test set includes difficulty points in 

Cantonese and Mandarin, grammar, inverted word order, etc. For a fair comparison, we 

 
16 Open Chinese Convert (OpenCC) - An opensource project for conversions between Traditional Chinese, 

Simplified Chinese and Japanese Kanji (Shinjitai). 
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e further supplemented publicly online corpus Kaifang Cidian17. In the reason, we 

compare rule-based translation 18  and existing Cantonese-Mandarin translation 

systems, Baidu AI, Microsoft Bing, iFlytek niutrans and UTran-i Technology. For 

our translation system, our system is Transformer base NMT model with methods 

anchor training and dual learning. The BLEU score we use SacreBLEU19 to calculate 

the system quality. 

 

Table 4 System results in Cantonese-Mandarin and Mandarin-Cantonese neural machine 

translation 

 Test Set (Ours) Test Set (Kaifang Cidian) 

System CAN⇒MAN MAN⇒CAN CAN⇒MAN MAN⇒CAN 

Rule-based Translation 65.0 61.1 51.6 52.5 

Baidu AI 59.0 63.2 61.2 61.6 

Microsoft Bing 65.1 65.1 54.2 63.8 

iFlytek niutrans 68.7 58.3 49.7 47.1 

Utan-I Technology 61.3 64.5 / / 

Ours 67.7 75.3 67.2 64.7 

 

Our proposed methods show our performance of the NMT system is close to iFlytek 

niutrans on our test set. Compare with the rule-base translation, our methods 

successfully got a good result and proved using bilingual dictionary NMT without 

parallel data. Meanwhile, our bi-anchor training shows the highest BLEU results in 

MAN-CAN direction that it can close relationship for both languages. Cantonese might 

have multi-output for Mandarin text, and the only reference by the token is too 

deterministic. The BLEU score is an ordinary evaluation, and hard to determine which 

system is the best.  However, our methods and our systems show the same or better 

performance with other systems. Therefore, our systems are successful. 

 
17 Kaifang Cidian - Cantonese-Mandarin dictionary that is freely available from the website of Kaifang Cidian 

(https://kaifangcidian.com/) 

18 Rule-based translation – The translation is replacing words according to the regular expression that the words 

using our collected and created bilingual dictionary. 

19 SacreBLEU - Toolkits provides hassle-free computation of shareable, comparable, and reproducible BLEU 

scores. (github: mjpost/sacrebleu) 

https://kaifangcidian.com/
https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu
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CHAPTER 8. Ethics and Professional Conduct 

Ethics and professional conduct are essential steps in computer science. Software 

engineers shall respect the integrity and reputation of the profession consistent with the 

public interest. 

On computer ethics and professional conduct, all the ideas, work, and study results that 

I have applied and referred to in this thesis and this project, I all gave the proper credit 

and references source at the end of the report. For tools and open-source code, I have 

applied the author and source, all software and program used in this project have gained 

the proper license and rights for academic and non-profit usage.  

On NLP, using model architecture, we had given an appropriate quote. The author of 

the model architecture is helping the success of our project. With the crawled data from 

the Internet, we will respect all peoples who provide text information. We are not going 

to publish the crawled data that the data only offer us to learn NLP technology. We 

have followed the principle for the open corpus we are using, and we will not steal other 

corpora to become us for publicity. 

On humanitarianism, NLP is used to influence people's thoughts sometimes. Our 

translation system will give a translated information to users. It will talk about products, 

services, and even people's thoughts. It should be positive services and does not harm 

the public interest. We declare our work is following ethics, we offer positive results 

and other results which affect people idea.  

On privacy, our product is relating communication. Users will input information on our 

development. We respect the rights of personal privacy and confidentiality when uses 

input private information into the translation system. 
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CHAPTER 9. Other Topic and Summary 

9.1 Future Work 

 Adding symbols for collected data – Our collected data has a huge scale 

sentences without any symbols. The reason is data collected from the Internet, 

peoples type their message without any symbols. The solution is using the 

target data to predict symbol by text classification. 

 Enlarge our bilingual dictionary – Our bilingual dictionary still is a small scale. 

For many tasks, bilingual dictionary is a powerful base for machine learning 

methods. We need to get better idea to expand our bilingual dictionary in the 

future. 

 Improvement translation system – The translation quality still has space to 

improve for our NMT model. We will keep work to update our works. 

 

9.2 Conclusion 

In this project, I appreciate that I could learn knowledge related to NLP. It is the first 

time I feel excited about the academic subject combine interests. Cantonese is an 

exciting language which it has cultural history and relating people life. I have the chance 

to make contributions to the culture, so I am grateful for this precious opportunity and 

have given it my best. The NLP is a challenging field, and it also is an interdisciplinary 

subject. I learned lots of web programming and system architecture in this project too. 

Also, it is an excellent experience to study papers and research. Their idea support I can 

achieve my "Candarin" MT system and better. 

Moreover, I have implemented the "Candarin" using my data and proved NMTs of 

Cantonese and Mandarin without parallel data are available. It inspired me to research 

deeply in NLP.  

Project "Candarin" has fulfilled the project objectives, but there are works and 

improvements we can implement on. So, even after this project, I will keep our MT 

system open online, achieve more functions, and improve the translation. 

In the end, I sincerely thank my supervisor, Derek and Lidia gave me lots of inspiration 

and ideas. My friends from the NLP²CT lab. They also gave me lots of help. I want to 

thank the University of Macau provided me with valuable learning opportunities. In 

this project, I appreciate that I could learn knowledge related to NLP. It is the first time 

I feel excited about the academic subject combine interests. Cantonese is an exciting 

language which it has cultural history and relating people life. I have the chance to make 

contributions to the culture, so I am grateful for this precious opportunity and have 

given it my best. The NLP is a challenging field, and it also is an interdisciplinary 

subject. I learned lots of web programming and system architecture in this project too. 

Also, it is an excellent experience to study papers and research. Their idea support I can 

achieve my "Candarin" MT system and better. 
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Moreover, I have implemented the "Candarin" using my data and proved NMTs of 

Cantonese and Mandarin without parallel data are available. It inspired me to research 

deeply in NLP.  

Project "Candarin" has fulfilled the project objectives, but there are works and 

improvements we can implement on. So, even after this project, I will keep our MT 

system open online, achieve more functions, and improve the translation. 

In the end, I sincerely thank my supervisor, Derek and Lidia gave me lots of inspiration 

and ideas. My friends from the NLP²CT lab. They also gave me lots of help. I want to 

thank the University of Macau provided me with valuable learning opportunities. 
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